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Abstract
We describe the phases of a solvable t-J model of electrons with infinite-range, and random, hopping
and exchange interactions, similar to those in the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev models. The electron fractionalizes,
as in an ‘orthogonal metal’, into a fermion f which carries both the electron spin and charge, and a boson
φ. Both f and φ carry emergent Z2 gauge charges. The model has a phase in which the φ bosons are
gapped, and the f fermions are gapless and critical, and so the electron spectral function is gapped. This
phase can be considered as a toy model for the underdoped cuprates. The model also has an extended,
critical, ‘quasi-Higgs’ phase where both φ and f are gapless, and the electron operator ∼ fφ has a Fermi
liquid-like 1/τ propagator in imaginary time, τ . So while the electron spectral function has a Fermi liquid
form, other properties are controlled by Z2 fractionalization and the anomalous exponents of the f and
φ excitations. This ‘quasi-Higgs’ phase is proposed as a toy model of the overdoped cuprates. We also

























One of the main outstanding puzzles in the study of the cuprate superconductors is the nature of
the transformation in the electronic state near optimal doping. There are numerous experimental
indications that the underlying electronic state changes from a Mott-like state with a small density
of carriers at low doping, to a Fermi liquid-like state with a large density of carriers at high
doping. The most recent indication of this transformation is in the doping dependence of Hall
coefficient [1]. It is also becoming clear that this phenomenology cannot be described solely in
terms of a conventional symmetry-breaking phase transition in the Landau framework: despite
much experimental effort, no suitable order parameter with sufficient strength has been found near
optimal doping. Furthermore such order parameters are also sensitive to quenched disorder, while
the cuprate transition appears quite robust to varying degrees of disorder e.g. the transformation
in the electronic state is seen in STM experiments in both the ‘2212’ and ‘2201’ series of compounds
[2, 3].
The most promising route therefore appears to lie in investigating non-Landau transitions which
have a ‘topological’ character. Moreover, we need to understand such transitions in the presence of
finite density fermionic matter, and also with quenched randomness. There are no known theories
of quantum phase transitions under such conditions. Solvable examples in simple limits would
clearly be valuable.
In this paper we propose a solvable t-J model of electrons which exhibits a phase transition
under such conditions. Both phases of our model are deconfined, possessing gapless fermionic
excitations, f , which carry Z2 gauge charges. Our model also possesses a bosonic “Higgs” field φ,
carrying Z2 gauge charges, and the electron is a composite of f and φ. The Higgs field is gapped
in one of the phases, and so is the electron: this phase can be considered as a toy model for the
underdoped cuprates. The other phase has power-law correlations of the Higgs field: so it is not
quite a Higgs/confining phase of the Z2 gauge theory, but a novel ‘quasi-Higgs’ phase with slowly
decaying correlations of the Higgs field. The electron operator in this quasi-Higgs phase has a
leading 1/τ decay in imaginary time, as in a Fermi liquid. We propose this phase as a toy model
for the overdoped cuprates.
Our model is a 0+1 dimensional quantum theory, in the class of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK)
models [4, 5]. Although these models do not have any spatial structure, they exhibit a ‘local
criticality’ which is interesting for a number of physical questions:
• The SYK models are the simplest solvable models without quasiparticle excitations. So they
can be used as fully quantum building blocks for theories of strange metals [6–12].
• The SYK models exhibit many-body chaos [5, 13], and saturate the lower bound on the
2
Lyapunov time of large-N model to reach chaos [14]. So they are “the most chaotic” quantum
many-body systems. The presence of maximal chaos is linked to the absence of quasiparticle
excitations, and the proposed [15] lower bound of order ~/(kBT ) on a ‘dephasing time’.
• Related to their chaos, the SYK models exhibit [16] eigenstate thermalization (ETH) [17, 18],
and yet many aspects are exactly solvable.
• The SYK models are dual to gravitational theories in 1 + 1 dimensions which have a black
hole horizon. The connection between the SYK models and black holes with a near-horizon
AdS2 geometry was proposed in Refs. [19, 20], and made much sharper in Refs. [5, 21, 22].
It has been used to examine aspects of the black hole information problem [23].
We model the underdoped state of the cuprate superconductors as a deconfined phase of a Z2
gauge theory [24]. The case which we have found to be most amenable to a SYK-like description
is to represent the deconfined phase as an ‘orthogonal metal’ [25, 26]. In this description, the
electron operator ciα (i is a site index, and α is a spin label) fractionalizes into an ‘orthogonal





i fiα . (1.1)
Note that this decomposition is invariant under the Z2 gauge transformation
σzi → ηiσzi , fiα → ηifiα, (1.2)






















At large g, the value of σz will rapidly average to zero, and only the Jij term will be active: so
we expect a fractionalized orthogonal metal state in which the σz excitations are gapped, and
the orthogonal fermions f are deconfined. In contrast, at small g, the σz can condense and then
Z2 charges are confined: this would be a conventional state in which c ∼ f . Indeed, a similar
transition has appeared in a recent Monte Carlo study on the square lattice at half-filling, between
an orthogonal semi-metal and a confining superconductor or a confining antiferromagnet [27–29].
However, as we noted above, the specific model we shall study here only has a gapless, ‘almost
confining’, quasi-Higgs phase.
The model Hσ is not directly amenable to a SYK-like large N limit. However, it does become
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<latexit sha1_base64="k0q4OgbfmI/XgOPC2ul0dIP8JDw= ">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtptN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MB VcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCm+HobuY3n1BpnsgHM04xiGlf8ogzaqzUGHbLF bfqzkFWiZeTCuSod8tfnV7CshilYYJq3fbc1AQTqgxnAqelTqYxpWxE+9i2VNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkShRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG 1Az0sjcT//PamYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxAFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6U/Ual5XabZ5GEU7gFM7Bgyuo wT3UwQcGCM/wCm/O0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8/dYzC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0q4OgbfmI/XgOPC2ul0dIP8JDw= ">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtptN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MB VcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCm+HobuY3n1BpnsgHM04xiGlf8ogzaqzUGHbLF bfqzkFWiZeTCuSod8tfnV7CshilYYJq3fbc1AQTqgxnAqelTqYxpWxE+9i2VNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkShRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG 1Az0sjcT//PamYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxAFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6U/Ual5XabZ5GEU7gFM7Bgyuo wT3UwQcGCM/wCm/O0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8/dYzC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0q4OgbfmI/XgOPC2ul0dIP8JDw= ">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtptN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MB VcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCm+HobuY3n1BpnsgHM04xiGlf8ogzaqzUGHbLF bfqzkFWiZeTCuSod8tfnV7CshilYYJq3fbc1AQTqgxnAqelTqYxpWxE+9i2VNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkShRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG 1Az0sjcT//PamYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxAFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6U/Ual5XabZ5GEU7gFM7Bgyuo wT3UwQcGCM/wCm/O0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8/dYzC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0q4OgbfmI/XgOPC2ul0dIP8JDw= ">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtptN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MB VcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCm+HobuY3n1BpnsgHM04xiGlf8ogzaqzUGHbLF bfqzkFWiZeTCuSod8tfnV7CshilYYJq3fbc1AQTqgxnAqelTqYxpWxE+9i2VNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkShRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG 1Az0sjcT//PamYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelxhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxAFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6U/Ual5XabZ5GEU7gFM7Bgyuo wT3UwQcGCM/wCm/O0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8/dYzC</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="WRtzdczY0I 9zHAA5quvT1mwIhVs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx6 rGFtoS9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfT mlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mjjVjPsslrFuB9RwKRT3UaDk7URzGgWSt4LxTe63 nrg2IlYPOEl4L6JDJULBKFrpHiv9as2tuzOQZeIVpAYFmv3qV3cQszTiCpmkxnQ 8N8FeRjUKJvm00k0NTygb0yHvWKpoxE0vm106JSdWGZAw1rYUkpn6eyKjkTGTKL CdEcWRWfRy8T+vk2J42cuESlLkis0XhakkGJP8bTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQ hpOH4C2+vEz8s/pV3bs7rzWuizTKcATHcAoeXEADbqEJPjAI4Rle4c0ZOy/Ou/M xby05xcwh/IHz+QODCIzg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WRtzdczY0I 9zHAA5quvT1mwIhVs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx6 rGFtoS9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfT mlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mjjVjPsslrFuB9RwKRT3UaDk7URzGgWSt4LxTe63 nrg2IlYPOEl4L6JDJULBKFrpHiv9as2tuzOQZeIVpAYFmv3qV3cQszTiCpmkxnQ 8N8FeRjUKJvm00k0NTygb0yHvWKpoxE0vm106JSdWGZAw1rYUkpn6eyKjkTGTKL CdEcWRWfRy8T+vk2J42cuESlLkis0XhakkGJP8bTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQ hpOH4C2+vEz8s/pV3bs7rzWuizTKcATHcAoeXEADbqEJPjAI4Rle4c0ZOy/Ou/M xby05xcwh/IHz+QODCIzg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WRtzdczY0I 9zHAA5quvT1mwIhVs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx6 rGFtoS9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfT mlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mjjVjPsslrFuB9RwKRT3UaDk7URzGgWSt4LxTe63 nrg2IlYPOEl4L6JDJULBKFrpHiv9as2tuzOQZeIVpAYFmv3qV3cQszTiCpmkxnQ 8N8FeRjUKJvm00k0NTygb0yHvWKpoxE0vm106JSdWGZAw1rYUkpn6eyKjkTGTKL CdEcWRWfRy8T+vk2J42cuESlLkis0XhakkGJP8bTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQ hpOH4C2+vEz8s/pV3bs7rzWuizTKcATHcAoeXEADbqEJPjAI4Rle4c0ZOy/Ou/M xby05xcwh/IHz+QODCIzg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WRtzdczY0I 9zHAA5quvT1mwIhVs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx6 rGFtoS9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfT mlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mjjVjPsslrFuB9RwKRT3UaDk7URzGgWSt4LxTe63 nrg2IlYPOEl4L6JDJULBKFrpHiv9as2tuzOQZeIVpAYFmv3qV3cQszTiCpmkxnQ 8N8FeRjUKJvm00k0NTygb0yHvWKpoxE0vm106JSdWGZAw1rYUkpn6eyKjkTGTKL CdEcWRWfRy8T+vk2J42cuESlLkis0XhakkGJP8bTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQ hpOH4C2+vEz8s/pV3bs7rzWuizTKcATHcAoeXEADbqEJPjAI4Rle4c0ZOy/Ou/M xby05xcwh/IHz+QODCIzg</latexit>
↵
<latexit sha1_base64="iAmwY ISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9 x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CR TlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMa R5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHX Pc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP 150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38m QK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhE cwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8 A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwY ISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9 x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CR TlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMa R5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHX Pc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP 150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38m QK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhE cwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8 A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwY ISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9 x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CR TlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMa R5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHX Pc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP 150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38m QK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhE cwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8 A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwY ISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9 x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CR TlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMa R5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHX Pc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP 150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38m QK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhE cwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8 A</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIs ooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL x4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47 pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5z cFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wY VmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK 7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0s oU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgA k/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIs ooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL x4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47 pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5z cFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wY VmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK 7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0s oU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgA k/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIs ooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL x4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47 pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5z cFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wY VmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK 7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0s oU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgA k/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIs ooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL x4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47 pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5z cFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wY VmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK 7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0s oU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgA k/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit>
↵
<latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">A AAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfT mVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/ CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl 5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6 jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">A AAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfT mVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/ CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl 5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6 jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">A AAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfT mVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/ CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl 5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6 jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">A AAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfT mVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/ CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl 5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6 jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d 2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bm qCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeSt iYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d 2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bm qCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeSt iYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d 2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bm qCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeSt iYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d 2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bm qCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeSt iYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit>
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FIG. 1. The interaction vertices in L. The full lines are f fermions, and the dashed lines are φ bosons.
As in Ref. [30, 31], we expect that this promotion from Ising to large M ′ rotors does not modify
the universal critical properties. To obtain a suitable large M limit, we also promote the spin
index α = 1 . . .M to a SU(M) spin index (as in Ref. [4]). For this purpose, we introduce an orbital
index, p, and fractionalize the electron as
cipα = φipfiα , (1.5)
so that
φip → ηiφip (1.6)
under the Z2 gauge transformation. Then we obtain the final Lagrangian of the t-J model to be

































where the site indices i, j = 1 . . . N . With tij and Jij independent random numbers with zero mean,
we will show that this Lagrangian is solvable in the limit of large number of sites, N , followed by





For our future diagrammatic analysis, we represent the interaction vertices in L in Fig. 1.
II. LARGE N LIMIT
To take the large N limit, we average over tij and Jij, with |tij|2 = t2/2 and J2ij = J2. As usual,
everything reduces to a single site problem, with the fields carrying replica indices. However, for
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dτdτ ′Q(τ − τ ′)f †α(τ)fβ(τ)f †β(τ ′)fα(τ ′) , (2.1)
where T is the temperature and λ is the Lagrange multiplier imposing Eq. (1.4). More precisely, as
in Ref. [4], decoupling the large N path integral introduces fields analogous to R and Q which are
off-diagonal in the SU(M) and O(M ′) indices. We have assumed above that the large N limit is
dominated by the saddle point in which these fields are SU(M) and O(M ′) diagonal. This requires
that the large N limit is taken before the large M and M ′ limits. This procedure supplements the
Lagrangian with the self-consistency conditions


























































dτdτ ′Q(τ − τ ′)f †α(τ)fβ(τ)f †β(τ ′)fα(τ ′) , (2.3)
where t˜ = tg.
Next we take the large M and M ′ limit at fixed k = M/M ′. Note that the large N limit has
already been taken. By this sequence of limits we obtain for the fermion Green’s function, G, and
the φ correlator χ
G(iωn) =
1
iωn + µ− Σ(iωn) , Σ(τ) = −J





0 − P (iωn) + P (iωn = 0)
, P (τ) = −2 t˜ 2G(τ)G(−τ)χ(τ) (2.5)
where
iλ = χ−10 + P (iωn = 0) (2.6)
5
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<latexit sha1_base64="T1JF7X7Iyx6uKzuJ0r2L+T/GypQ=">AAAB5 3icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t 7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWavFepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1Trjue mJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEso Ut7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifPz3yjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1JF7X7Iyx6uKzuJ0r2L+T/GypQ=">AAAB5 3icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t 7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWavFepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1Trjue mJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEso Ut7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifPz3yjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1JF7X7Iyx6uKzuJ0r2L+T/GypQ=">AAAB5 3icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t 7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWavFepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1Trjue mJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEso Ut7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifPz3yjME=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T1JF7X7Iyx6uKzuJ0r2L+T/GypQ=">AAAB5 3icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMLxhbaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHlS8+pe8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t 7Z3duvHBw+6CRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTv3WEyrNE3lvxikGMR1IHnFGjZWavFepujV3BrJMvIJUoUCjV/nq9hOWxSgNE1Trjue mJsipMpwJnJS7mcaUshEdYMdSSWPUQT47dEJOrdInUaJsSUNm6u+JnMZaj+PQdsbUDPWiNxX/8zqZia6CnMs0MyjZfFGUCWISMv2a9LlCZsTYEso Ut7cSNqSKMmOzKdsQvMWXl4l/Xruuec2Lav2mSKMEx3ACZ+DBJdThDhrgAwOEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifPz3yjME=</latexit>
j
<latexit sha1_base64="k0q4OgbfmI/XgOPC2ul0dIP8JDw=">AAAB5 3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtptN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s 7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCm+HobuY3n1BpnsgHM04xiGlf8ogzaqzUGHbLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuSod8tfnV7CshilYYJq3fb c1AQTqgxnAqelTqYxpWxE+9i2VNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkShRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az0sjcT//PamYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelxhcyIsSW UKW5vJWxAFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6U/Ual5XabZ5GEU7gFM7BgyuowT3UwQcGCM/wCm/O0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8/dYzC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0q4OgbfmI/XgOPC2ul0dIP8JDw=">AAAB5 3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtptN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s 7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCm+HobuY3n1BpnsgHM04xiGlf8ogzaqzUGHbLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuSod8tfnV7CshilYYJq3fb c1AQTqgxnAqelTqYxpWxE+9i2VNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkShRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az0sjcT//PamYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelxhcyIsSW UKW5vJWxAFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6U/Ual5XabZ5GEU7gFM7BgyuowT3UwQcGCM/wCm/O0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8/dYzC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0q4OgbfmI/XgOPC2ul0dIP8JDw=">AAAB5 3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtptN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s 7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCm+HobuY3n1BpnsgHM04xiGlf8ogzaqzUGHbLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuSod8tfnV7CshilYYJq3fb c1AQTqgxnAqelTqYxpWxE+9i2VNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkShRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az0sjcT//PamYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelxhcyIsSW UKW5vJWxAFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6U/Ual5XabZ5GEU7gFM7BgyuowT3UwQcGCM/wCm/O0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8/dYzC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0q4OgbfmI/XgOPC2ul0dIP8JDw=">AAAB5 3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx5bMLbQhrLZTtptN5uwuxFK6S/w4kHFq3/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s 7u3v5B+fDoUSeZYuizRCSqFVKNgkv0DTcCW6lCGocCm+HobuY3n1BpnsgHM04xiGlf8ogzaqzUGHbLFbfqzkFWiZeTCuSod8tfnV7CshilYYJq3fb c1AQTqgxnAqelTqYxpWxE+9i2VNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkShRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az0sjcT//PamYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelxhcyIsSW UKW5vJWxAFWXGZlOyIXjLL68S/6J6U/Ual5XabZ5GEU7gFM7BgyuowT3UwQcGCM/wCm/O0Hlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8/dYzC</latexit>
p
<latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit>
⌃ =
<latexit sha1_base64 ="nVE3rRzCGgtciPnPqlmyHh0DTkE=">AAAB8H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHi sYW21A22027dHcTdjdCCf0XXjyoePXnePPfuGl z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305paXllda28XtnY3N reqe7uPeg4VYT6JOaxaodYU84k9Q0znLYTRbEI OW2Fo+vcbz1RpVks7804oYHAA8kiRrCx0mP3jg0 ERpeo0qvW3Lo7BVokXkFqUKDZq351+zFJBZWGc Kx1x3MTE2RYGUY4nVS6qaYJJiM8oB1LJRZUB9n 04gk6skofRbGyJQ2aqr8nMiy0HovQdgpshnrey8 X/vE5qovMgYzJJDZVktihKOTIxyt9HfaYoMXxs CSaK2VsRGWKFibEh5SF48y8vEv+kflH3bk9rjas ijTIcwCEcgwdn0IAbaIIPBCQ8wyu8Odp5cd6dj 1lrySlm9uEPnM8fQf2Phg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="nVE3rRzCGgtciPnPqlmyHh0DTkE=">AAAB8H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHi sYW21A22027dHcTdjdCCf0XXjyoePXnePPfuGl z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305paXllda28XtnY3N reqe7uPeg4VYT6JOaxaodYU84k9Q0znLYTRbEI OW2Fo+vcbz1RpVks7804oYHAA8kiRrCx0mP3jg0 ERpeo0qvW3Lo7BVokXkFqUKDZq351+zFJBZWGc Kx1x3MTE2RYGUY4nVS6qaYJJiM8oB1LJRZUB9n 04gk6skofRbGyJQ2aqr8nMiy0HovQdgpshnrey8 X/vE5qovMgYzJJDZVktihKOTIxyt9HfaYoMXxs CSaK2VsRGWKFibEh5SF48y8vEv+kflH3bk9rjas ijTIcwCEcgwdn0IAbaIIPBCQ8wyu8Odp5cd6dj 1lrySlm9uEPnM8fQf2Phg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="nVE3rRzCGgtciPnPqlmyHh0DTkE=">AAAB8H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHi sYW21A22027dHcTdjdCCf0XXjyoePXnePPfuGl z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305paXllda28XtnY3N reqe7uPeg4VYT6JOaxaodYU84k9Q0znLYTRbEI OW2Fo+vcbz1RpVks7804oYHAA8kiRrCx0mP3jg0 ERpeo0qvW3Lo7BVokXkFqUKDZq351+zFJBZWGc Kx1x3MTE2RYGUY4nVS6qaYJJiM8oB1LJRZUB9n 04gk6skofRbGyJQ2aqr8nMiy0HovQdgpshnrey8 X/vE5qovMgYzJJDZVktihKOTIxyt9HfaYoMXxs CSaK2VsRGWKFibEh5SF48y8vEv+kflH3bk9rjas ijTIcwCEcgwdn0IAbaIIPBCQ8wyu8Odp5cd6dj 1lrySlm9uEPnM8fQf2Phg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="nVE3rRzCGgtciPnPqlmyHh0DTkE=">AAAB8H icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHi sYW21A22027dHcTdjdCCf0XXjyoePXnePPfuGl z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305paXllda28XtnY3N reqe7uPeg4VYT6JOaxaodYU84k9Q0znLYTRbEI OW2Fo+vcbz1RpVks7804oYHAA8kiRrCx0mP3jg0 ERpeo0qvW3Lo7BVokXkFqUKDZq351+zFJBZWGc Kx1x3MTE2RYGUY4nVS6qaYJJiM8oB1LJRZUB9n 04gk6skofRbGyJQ2aqr8nMiy0HovQdgpshnrey8 X/vE5qovMgYzJJDZVktihKOTIxyt9HfaYoMXxs CSaK2VsRGWKFibEh5SF48y8vEv+kflH3bk9rjas ijTIcwCEcgwdn0IAbaIIPBCQ8wyu8Odp5cd6dj 1lrySlm9uEPnM8fQf2Phg==</latexit>
P =
<latexit sha1_base64 ="UGlUocznAplkkWr/bVLVNSYshp8=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHC sYW2lA222m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LQ5 aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+ zuVfcPHnWcKoY+i0Ws2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0opFEos BWOb3O/9YRK81g+mEmCQUSHkg84o8ZKfpNck0qv WnPr7gxkmXgFqUGBZq/61e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTU yQUWU4EzitdFONCWVjOsSOpZJGqINsduyUnFilT waxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2JQtsZUTPSi14u/ud1UjO4 DDIuk9SgZPNFg1QQE5P8c9LnCpkRE0soU9zeSt iIKsqMzScPwVt8eZn4Z/Wrund/XmvcFGmU4QiO4 RQ8uIAG3EETfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXM If+B8/gB6HY1X</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="UGlUocznAplkkWr/bVLVNSYshp8=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHC sYW2lA222m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LQ5 aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+ zuVfcPHnWcKoY+i0Ws2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0opFEos BWOb3O/9YRK81g+mEmCQUSHkg84o8ZKfpNck0qv WnPr7gxkmXgFqUGBZq/61e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTU yQUWU4EzitdFONCWVjOsSOpZJGqINsduyUnFilT waxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2JQtsZUTPSi14u/ud1UjO4 DDIuk9SgZPNFg1QQE5P8c9LnCpkRE0soU9zeSt iIKsqMzScPwVt8eZn4Z/Wrund/XmvcFGmU4QiO4 RQ8uIAG3EETfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXM If+B8/gB6HY1X</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="UGlUocznAplkkWr/bVLVNSYshp8=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHC sYW2lA222m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LQ5 aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+ zuVfcPHnWcKoY+i0Ws2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0opFEos BWOb3O/9YRK81g+mEmCQUSHkg84o8ZKfpNck0qv WnPr7gxkmXgFqUGBZq/61e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTU yQUWU4EzitdFONCWVjOsSOpZJGqINsduyUnFilT waxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2JQtsZUTPSi14u/ud1UjO4 DDIuk9SgZPNFg1QQE5P8c9LnCpkRE0soU9zeSt iIKsqMzScPwVt8eZn4Z/Wrund/XmvcFGmU4QiO4 RQ8uIAG3EETfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXM If+B8/gB6HY1X</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="UGlUocznAplkkWr/bVLVNSYshp8=">AAAB63 icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUA9C0YvHC sYW2lA222m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LQ5 aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+ zuVfcPHnWcKoY+i0Ws2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0opFEos BWOb3O/9YRK81g+mEmCQUSHkg84o8ZKfpNck0qv WnPr7gxkmXgFqUGBZq/61e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTU yQUWU4EzitdFONCWVjOsSOpZJGqINsduyUnFilT waxsiUNmam/JzIaaT2JQtsZUTPSi14u/ud1UjO4 DDIuk9SgZPNFg1QQE5P8c9LnCpkRE0soU9zeSt iIKsqMzScPwVt8eZn4Z/Wrund/XmvcFGmU4QiO4 RQ8uIAG3EETfGDA4Rle4c2Rzovz7nzMW0tOMXM If+B8/gB6HY1X</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64 ="EgaC4z1l3Du/b+Qk6nPItozx9HM=">AAAB6Hi cbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG9FLx6rG FtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x0+ag rQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e 3srf/qJNMMfRZIhLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrVQhjUOBz XB4k/vNJ1SaJ/LBjFIMYtqXPOKMGivdn5a7lapb c6cgi8QrSBUKNLqVr04vYVmM0jBBtW57bmqCMVW GM4GTcifTmFI2pH1sWyppjDoYTy+dkGOr9EiUK FvSkKn6e2JMY61HcWg7Y2oGet7Lxf+8dmaiy2DM ZZoZlGy2KMoEMQnJ3yY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKL M2HDyELz5lxeJf1a7qnl359X6dZFGCQ7hCE7Ag wuowy00wAcGETzDK7w5Q+fFeXc+Zq1LTjFzAH/g fP4AFGSMlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="EgaC4z1l3Du/b+Qk6nPItozx9HM=">AAAB6Hi cbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG9FLx6rG FtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x0+ag rQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e 3srf/qJNMMfRZIhLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrVQhjUOBz XB4k/vNJ1SaJ/LBjFIMYtqXPOKMGivdn5a7lapb c6cgi8QrSBUKNLqVr04vYVmM0jBBtW57bmqCMVW GM4GTcifTmFI2pH1sWyppjDoYTy+dkGOr9EiUK FvSkKn6e2JMY61HcWg7Y2oGet7Lxf+8dmaiy2DM ZZoZlGy2KMoEMQnJ3yY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKL M2HDyELz5lxeJf1a7qnl359X6dZFGCQ7hCE7Ag wuowy00wAcGETzDK7w5Q+fFeXc+Zq1LTjFzAH/g fP4AFGSMlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="EgaC4z1l3Du/b+Qk6nPItozx9HM=">AAAB6Hi cbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG9FLx6rG FtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x0+ag rQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e 3srf/qJNMMfRZIhLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrVQhjUOBz XB4k/vNJ1SaJ/LBjFIMYtqXPOKMGivdn5a7lapb c6cgi8QrSBUKNLqVr04vYVmM0jBBtW57bmqCMVW GM4GTcifTmFI2pH1sWyppjDoYTy+dkGOr9EiUK FvSkKn6e2JMY61HcWg7Y2oGet7Lxf+8dmaiy2DM ZZoZlGy2KMoEMQnJ3yY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKL M2HDyELz5lxeJf1a7qnl359X6dZFGCQ7hCE7Ag wuowy00wAcGETzDK7w5Q+fFeXc+Zq1LTjFzAH/g fP4AFGSMlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="EgaC4z1l3Du/b+Qk6nPItozx9HM=">AAAB6Hi cbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklEUG9FLx6rG FtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+g+8eFDx6k/y5r9x0+ag rQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e 3srf/qJNMMfRZIhLVCqlGwSX6hhuBrVQhjUOBz XB4k/vNJ1SaJ/LBjFIMYtqXPOKMGivdn5a7lapb c6cgi8QrSBUKNLqVr04vYVmM0jBBtW57bmqCMVW GM4GTcifTmFI2pH1sWyppjDoYTy+dkGOr9EiUK FvSkKn6e2JMY61HcWg7Y2oGet7Lxf+8dmaiy2DM ZZoZlGy2KMoEMQnJ3yY9rpAZMbKEMsXtrYQNqKL M2HDyELz5lxeJf1a7qnl359X6dZFGCQ7hCE7Ag wuowy00wAcGETzDK7w5Q+fFeXc+Zq1LTjFzAH/g fP4AFGSMlw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8 NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcI m+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQx IlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgA k/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8 NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcI m+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQx IlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgA k/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8 NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcI m+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQx IlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgA k/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8 NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcI m+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQx IlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgA k/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41 BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0D m1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvO xzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41 BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0D m1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvO xzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41 BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0D m1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvO xzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ 3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41 BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqdfoiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJU0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0D m1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQk5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvO xzecxo6g</latexit>
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↵
<latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYIS ZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/ dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4J L5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1B tu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEe sZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5n oMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/x z5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXi lDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYIS ZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/ dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4J L5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1B tu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEe sZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5n oMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/x z5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXi lDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYIS ZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/ dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4J L5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1B tu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEe sZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5n oMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/x z5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXi lDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYIS ZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/ dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4J L5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1B tu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEe sZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5n oMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/x z5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXi lDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9 qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ +3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2 r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqd foiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJ U0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQ k5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuI U2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9 qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ +3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2 r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqd foiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJ U0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQ k5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuI U2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9 qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ +3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2 r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqd foiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJ U0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQ k5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuI U2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ytICfBDIsooS9 qZ1hRynIpyMNqw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ +3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2 r7x886CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41BgJ5zcFH7nEZXmibw30xSDmI4kjzijxkqd foiG1mqDesNtunOQv8QrSQNKtAf1z/4wYVmM0jBBte55bmqCnCrDmcBZrZ9pTCmb0BH2LJ U0Rh3k83Nn5MQqQxIlypY0ZK7+nMhprPU0Dm1nTM1YL3uF+J/Xy0x0GeRcpplByRaLokwQ k5DidzLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuI U2+MBgAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzecxo6g</latexit>
↵
<latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZ UdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEU G9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkX poJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuql iGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSR pQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587Iy dWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBT EKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEc wyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZ UdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEU G9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkX poJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuql iGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSR pQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587Iy dWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBT EKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEc wyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZ UdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEU G9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkX poJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuql iGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSR pQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587Iy dWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBT EKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEc wyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZ UdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEU G9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkX poJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuql iGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSR pQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgMp4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587Iy dWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBT EKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTagIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEc wyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latex it>
↵
<latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit>
↵
<latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iAmwYISZUdEnMrqq7swzHM8+V48=">AAAB7Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+iO8eFDx6v/x5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x 886CRTlPk0EYnqhqiZ4JL5hhvBuqliGIeCdcLJTeF3HpnSPJH3ZpqyIMaR5BGnaKzU6aNIx1gb1Btu052D/CVeSRpQoj2of/aHCc1iJg0VqHXPc1MT5KgM p4LNav1MsxTpBEesZ6nEmOkgn587IydWGZIoUbakIXP150SOsdbTOLSdMZqxXvYK8T+vl5noMsi5TDPDJF0sijJBTEKK38mQK0aNmFqCVHF7K6FjVEiNTa gIwVt++S/xz5pXTe/uvNG6LtOowhEcwyl4cAEtuIU2+EBhAk/wAq9O6jw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzcuZY8A</latexit>
↵
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p
<latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeH lEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG 9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJ DnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3dre2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSi OIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+ 7as3SEmWUGEIx1p3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgM Up8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m8 0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+H ABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeH lEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG 9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJ DnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3dre2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSi OIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+ 7as3SEmWUGEIx1p3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgM Up8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m8 0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+H ABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeH lEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG 9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJ DnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3dre2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSi OIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+ 7as3SEmWUGEIx1p3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgM Up8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m8 0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+H ABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeH lEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG 9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJ DnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3dre2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSi OIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+ 7as3SEmWUGEIx1p3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgM Up8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m8 0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+H ABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit >
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<latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6 XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3d re2d2r7R886jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p 3fU+aMMfKMMLp1O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwye WYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/+PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3dre2d2r7R8 86jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p3fU+aMMfKMMLp1 O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/ +PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3dre2d2r7R8 86jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p3fU+aMMfKMMLp1 O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/ +PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3dre2d2r7R8 86jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p3fU+aMMfKMMLp1 O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/ +PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OhWbGOeHlEIY371R27Fcu94U1WE=">AAAB6Xic bVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzWbZ3Qgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeJDnTxvO+ncrK6tr6RnXT3dre2d2r7R8 86jRThAYk5anqRFhTzgQNDDOcdqSiOIk4bUfjm8JvP1GlWSoezETSMMFDwWJGsLHSvXTdfq3uNbwZ0DLxS1KHEq1+7as3SEmWUGEIx1p3fU+aMMfKMMLp1 O1lmkpMxnhIu5YKnFAd5rNTp+jEKgMUp8qWMGim/p7IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSC96hfif181MfBnmTMjMUEHmi+KMI5Oi4m80YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtOEYK/ +PIyCc4aVw3/7rzevC7TqMIRHMMp+HABTbiFFgRAYAjP8ApvDndenHfnY95accqZQ/gD5/MHsXWM8A==</latexit>
p
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for the self energies of the fermions and bosons in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). The
sum over the internal site index j yields a factor of N . The sums over the loops of SU(M) spin indices α
and β yield factors of M . The sum over the loop of the O(M ′) index p yields a factor M ′.
is the saddle point value of iλ. Note that we have introduced notation so that
χ(iωn = 0) ≡ χ0 , (2.7)









In practice, we will treat the value of χ0 as a parameter that can be tuned to access all the regions
of the phase diagram, and use Eq. (2.8) to determine the value of g. This is convenient because
the coupling g does not appear in any of the other saddle-point equations (after our definition of
t˜). Finally, the results as a function of χ0 will be recast as functions of g. We note that the large
N equations in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) can also be derived diagrammatically, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Coupled equations of Green’s functions of bosons and fermions have been considered previ-
ously in a supersymmetric model [32], but the present equations have a different structure. The
supersymmetric model has a single boson field coupling to fermion composites, while Z2 gauge
invariance of our model requires that pairs of bosons couple to fermions.
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III. GAPLESS SOLUTIONS
First, we search for solutions of Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (2.8) in which both the fermions and
the bosons are gapless. In our initial analysis, we will work on the imaginary frequency axis at
T = 0 (see Appendix A for definitions of spectral functions). The extension to T > 0 appears in
Section III C.
For the gapless solutions, we make the ansatzes valid as τ →∞ at T = 0




(J |τ |)2∆b , (3.1)
where F > 0 and C > 0, and they are both dimensionless. The Fourier transforms at T = 0 are
G(iω) = −2i sgn(ω) F/J
2∆f
|ω|1−2∆f cos(pi∆f )Γ(1− 2∆f )
χ(iω) = 2
C/J2∆b+1
|ω|1−2∆b sin(pi∆b)Γ(1− 2∆b) . (3.2)









2 t˜ 2F 2C/J
(J |τ |)4∆f+2∆b , (3.3)
and their Fourier transforms are
Σ(iω) = −2i sgn(ω)
(
J2−6∆fF 3
|ω|1−6∆f cos(3pi∆f )Γ(1− 6∆f )
+
k(t˜/J2)2J2−2∆f−4∆bFC2
|ω|1−2∆f−4∆b cos(pi(∆f + 2∆b))Γ(1− 2∆f − 4∆b)
)
P (iω) = 4
(t˜/J2)2J3−4∆f−2∆bF 2C
|ω|1−4∆f−2∆b sin(pi(2∆f + ∆b))Γ(1− 4∆f − 2∆b) . (3.4)
From Eqns (3.2) and (3.4), and using G(iω)Σ(iω) = −1 and χ(iω)P (iω) = −1 in the limit of low
ω, we see that solutions are only possible when
∆f + ∆b = 1/2 . (3.5)
Further examination of the saddle point equations shows that two classes of solutions are possible,
depending upon whether ∆f > 1/4 or ∆f = 1/4. We will examine these solutions in the following
subsections.
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A. ∆f > 1/4



























The above analysis of the low ω limit of the saddle point equations does not determine the
values of F and C separately, only the value of their product CF . So we expect that the ∆f > 1/4
solution defines a phase which extends over a range of value of g. Our numerical analysis will
confirm that this is indeed the case.
B. ∆f = ∆b = 1/4
Now both terms in Σ in Eq. (3.4) have the same frequency dependence, and so both contribute
to the low ω limit. The Schwinger-Dyson equations now become







These can be solved uniquely for both F > 0 and C > 0 provided again k < 2. The existence
of unique low ω solution with these exponents indicates that Eq. (2.8) will yield only a particular
value of g. We will find that is the case in our numerics, and this solution appears to describe a
critical point between our ∆f > 1/4 gapless and gapped phases.
C. Non-zero temperatures
It turns out that a T > 0 conformal extension of the above gapless solutions satisfies the saddle
point equations in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) at T > 0, just as was noted in Refs. [6, 20]. From Eq. (3.1),
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the conformal extension is














But, we also have to verify that the Eq. (2.8) yields the same value of g as at T = 0. The
frequency summation in Eq. (2.8) is dominated by high energies, and we don’t expect significant
change in the spectral weight at such frequencies at a small T > 0. So we need only examine the
low frequencies in Eq. (2.8), in which case we can use the conformal solution. To focus on low
frequencies, we subtract Eq. (2.8) between its T = 0 and T > 0 values, and regulate the higher
frequencies by inserting a point-splitting τ . Then the requirement that the value of g is the same
at T = 0 and in the conformal solution is
lim
τ→0
[χ(τ, T )− χ(τ, T = 0)] = 0 (3.11)
It is now easy to verify that Eq. (3.10) does indeed satisfy Eq. (3.11).














































T 2∆b−1 . (3.14)
The susceptibility must have this T dependence at low T to keep g fixed while T varies.
IV. GAPPED BOSON SOLUTION
Now we search for a possible solution of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) with a gap in the boson spectrum
at T = 0. With an energy gap, m, from Eq. (A8) we can conclude that the boson Green’s function
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decays exponentially at long times. So we write
χ(τ) =
B/J
(J |τ |)γ e
−m|τ | , |τ |  1/m, T = 0 , (4.1)
parameterized by the gap m, the exponent γ and the dimensionless prefactor B. From the spectral
analysis in Appendix A we conclude that the boson Green’s function χ(z) has branch cuts in the





(z −m)1−γ , z ∼ m (4.2)
With a gap in the boson spectrum, Eq. (2.4) imply that we can ignore the boson correlator in
the determination of the fermion spectrum at small ω. Indeed, the fermionic component of the
equations are the same as those in Ref. [4], and so we have the same gapless solution i.e.















(J |τ |)1+γ e
−m|τ | , |τ |  1/m, T = 0 . (4.4)
From the analysis in Appendix A, as for Eq. (4.2), we conclude that P (z) has a branch cut in the






, z ∼ m (4.5)
Comparing Eqs. (4.2) and (4.5) with the Dyson equation in Eq. (2.5), it is not difficult to see that
a consistent solution is only possible if














Now we consider the structure of fluctuations about the saddle point solutions described in the
previous sections. First, we focus only on the fluctuations of the Lagrange multiplier field λi about
the saddle point value in Eq. (2.6). This field represents the φ2 operator [33], and so its scaling
properties are important in determining the manner in which the gap in the φ spectrum opens up




0 + P (iωn = 0) + iλi , (5.1)
and then determine the effective action for λi fluctuations to leading order in large N and large M ,
after integrating out the f and the φ fields. The diagrams that contribute to this effective action

















and yields (in time domain):
Π0(τ) = i i = [χ(τ)]
2 , (5.3)
where χ(τ) is given by Eq. (3.1). We use Πij1 to represent ladder diagrams with external indices ij.
In general, we expect the matrix Πij1 has permutation symmetry of the indices, which constrains
the form of Πij1 to be a matrix with identical diagonal elements and identical off-diagonal elements,
i.e. there are only two free parameters. Such matrix admits one eigenvector that is uniform in site
index with eigenvalue (Πii1 + (N − 1)Πij1 ) and (N − 1) non-uniform eigenvectors with eigenvalue
(Πii1 − Πij1 ). We are interested in the site-uniform mode, whose eigenvalue for the whole kernel
including the bubble term can be written in the following symmetric way:
Πii0 + Π
ii












1 and computed in Appendix B, which requires









which is proportional to Π0(τ) with a small (log Λ|τ |)−2 correction. Therefore we have the correlator





M ′(Π0(ωn) + Π1(ωn))
. (5.6)
Limiting ourselves to the ∆b = 1/4 critical state, to leading log accuracy at low frequency, this
propagator is dominated by the Fourier transform of Π0(τ) ∼ 1/|τ |, which yields
〈
λ(τ)λ(0)
〉 ∼ ∫ dω eiωτ
ln(Λ/|ω|) ∼
1
|τ |1+ , (5.7)
with  = 1/(ln(Λ|τ |)). So we can write the scaling dimension [λ] = (1 + )/2, with  representing
logarithmic corrections to scaling.
B. Electron operator
From the definition of the electron operator in Eq. (1.5), we have to leading order in 1/N for




where we have used Eq. (3.1) and the exponent relation in Eq. (3.5). Note that Eq. (3.5), and
hence Eq. (5.8), hold for the both the gapless solutions in Sections III A and III B. As was the case
for the λ fluctuations discussed above and in Appendix B, additional contributions to Eq. (5.8)
from ladder diagrams only yield off-site terms which are suppressed by 1/N . So Eq. (5.8) is exact
to leading order in the large N limit of this paper.
It is remarkable that Gc(τ) has the same form as that in a Fermi liquid state. This can be seen
to be a consequence of the relevance of the hopping, t, which moves single electrons between sites.
However, it is important to note that despite the Fermi liquid form in Eq. (5.8), the states under
considerations are not Fermi liquids: their elementary excitations are the fractionalized f and φ
excitations, which carry anomalous exponents.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now present numerical tests of the solutions of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). These go beyond the
low frequency analytical analyses of Sections III and IV, and include all frequencies. There are no
ultraviolet divergencies, and so the solutions depend only upon the parameters in the Lagrangian.
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Our numerical strategy was to pick at first the values of the parameters t˜ and J , and then make
a choice for the boson susceptibility at zero frequency, χ0. Then we iterate Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5)
until the solution converges. Finally, we insert the solution in Eq. (2.8) and determine the value
of g. So we determine g as a function of χ0, rather than the other way around.















FIG. 3. The numerical results for G(τ) and χ(τ) at the gapless phase are shown in solid lines for J = 1,
t˜ = 1, k = 1, T = 0.005 and g ≈ 0.8077 (the input χ0 ≈ 53.6). The gapless conformal answers for G and
χ are plotted in dashed lines with the values from Eq. (3.7), ∆f = 1/3, ∆b = 1/6. The prefactor C is
determined by (3.14) with ∆b = 1/6, then F is determined by (3.6).
First, we examined the gapless solutions, with the input χ0, the conformal solution prefactor
is determined by (3.14). A solution with ∆f > 1/4 is shown in Fig. 3. In this case, at any
finite temperature, although the prefactor equations (3.6) from the saddle point equations do not
determine the prefactors F and C separately, but the matching condition (3.14) determines them.
We can think about it this way: different χ0 results from different g and it determines different F
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and C. So such a gapless solution can be obtained for a range of values of g at a fixed ∆f . And at
zero temperature, when χ0 diverges, we cannot determine F and C separately. Thus this gapless
solution defines a critical phase.

















FIG. 4. The numerical results for G(τ) and χ(τ) at the critical phase are shown in solid lines for J = 1,
t˜ = 1, k = 1, T = 0.005 and gc ≈ 1.133 (The input χ0 ≈ 18.6 can be obtained from (3.14) with ∆b = 1/4).
The critical conformal answers for G and χ are plotted in dashed lines.
Next, we examined the gapless solution with ∆f = 1/4 in Fig. 4. In this case, the saddle point
equations determine F and C separately in the prefactor equations Eq. (3.9). For each value of t˜,
J , k and T , the critical susceptibility is determined by (3.14), thus it determines an unique gc.
We also examined the T dependence of χ−10 predicted by Eq. (3.14). We choose different values
of T with other parameters fixed, and found a T -indpendent value of g. This confirms the analysis
in Section III C on extending the T = 0 gapless solution to nonzero T .
Finally, we examined the gapped boson solution of Section IV in Fig. 5. The normalization
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FIG. 5. The numerical results for G(τ) and χ(τ) at the gapped boson phase are shown in solid lines for
J = 1, t˜ = 1, k = 1, T = 0.005 and g ≈ 1.149 (The input χ0 ≈ 6.6). The critical conformal answers for G
from (4.3) is plotted in dashed line.
constant for the fermion conformal answer is defined in Eq. (4.3). Again we find good agreement
between the numerical solution and our analytic form.
Now we turn to determining how the various solutions fit together in a phase diagram as a
function of k and g. We set t˜ = J = 1 in this analysis. As our independent parameter is χ0, and
not g, we show in Fig. 6 the value of g determined from Eq. (2.8) as a function of χ−10 for various
values of k. The values of χ−10 corresponding to Eq. (3.14) at ∆b = 1/4 yield the value of gc for












FIG. 6. The numerical results for g as function of χ−10 for various values of the parameter k at J = 1,
t˜ = 1 and T = 0.005. The critical gc is shown in dashed line. For k < kc ≈ 0.9 the critical point is located
inside an unphysical domain, which means that the critical phase is absent and there is first-order phase
transition.
dependence of g on χ−10 for certain k. This implies that for a given g there are multiple solutions of
the saddle point equations in Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (2.8) corresponding to the different solutions for
the value of χ0. To distinguish between the solutions, we have to evaluate the free energy of each
solution and pick the one with the lowest free energy. We have not carried out this evaluation, and
so are unable to determine the precise location of the transition between the gapless and gapped
solutions. In any case, we can conclude that there is a first-order transition from the gapless to
the gapped solution when g is a decreasing function of χ−10 near gc.
On the basis of the above analysis and Fig. 6, we assemble the schematic phase diagram in
Fig. 7. The gapless phase with ∆f > 1/4 is separated from the gapped boson phase by either a
first-order or a second-order phase transition. For the latter case, the critical state is described by
the ∆f = 1/4 solution described in Section III B.
A. Small gap scaling
We now examine the nature of the scaling properties of the gapped side of the second-order
transition in Fig. 7. On general grounds, we introduce the exponent z by assuming that the boson
16
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Gapped boson
 f = 1/4
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Gapless boson
‘quasi-Higgs’
 b = k/(2(k + 2)) < 1/4
 f = 1/(k + 2) > 1/4
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FIG. 7. Schematic phase diagram. The fermions are gapless in all phases. The thick line indicates a
first-order transition, while the thin line is a ∆b = ∆f = 1/4 critical state.
energy gap, m, vanishes as
m ∼ (g − gc)z , T = 0 , (6.1)
As the energy gap appears from a ∼ φ2 perturbation of the critical theory, we expect that the
scaling dimension of φ2 is related to z via [φ2] = 1− 1/z. On the other hand, as explained in the
context of the Wilson-Fisher CFT in Ref. [33], in the large M expansion [λ] = [φ2] and so
[λ] = 1− 1
z
(6.2)
We examined the scaling dimension of λ in Section V A, and found that [λ] = (1 + )/2, with 
representing logarithmic corrections to scaling. So z = 2(1 + ).
From our numerical solutions, it turned to be difficult to obtain accurate values of the boson gap,
m, to test the above scaling predictions. So we employed an alternative method, which examined
the full functional form of the boson susceptibility χ(τ). From the structure of the gapped solution






for some scaling function Φ1. Clearly, Eq. (6.3) is compatible with the long-time limit in Eq. (4.1).
Then integrating Eq. (6.3) over τ , we obtain the divergence of the static susceptibility as the gap,
m, vanishes
χ0 ∼ m−1/2 , T = 0 . (6.4)
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For a second-order transition to a gapless phase, with the critical point described by the ∆b = 1/4
solution in Section III B, Eq. (3.14) implies that the static susceptibility behaves as
χ0 ∼ T−1/2 , m→ 0 . (6.5)
Combining Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5), we propose the scaling form
χ0 = T
−1/2Φ2(m/T ) . (6.6)
In our numerical solution, Eq. (6.6) is difficult to test directly because we treat χ0 as an independent
parameter and compute m and g, and also m is only defined at T = 0. As we can also measure
the deviation from criticality by χ−10 , we can combine the scaling in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.6) to write
g − gc = T 1/zΦ3(χ0T 1/2) , g > gc , (6.7)
where Φ3 is another scaling function. Eq. (6.7) is now expressed in a form which is adapted to our
numerical approach: we pick the values of χ0 and T , and compute g. Also, we can compute the
value gc by requiring that Eq. (6.7) be compatible with Eq. (3.14) i.e.




We show tests of the scaling in Eq. (6.7) in Figs. 8 and 9. We find that scaling as a function
of χ0T
1/2 is extremely well obeyed, confirming that the critical state is described by ∆f = ∆b =
1/4[34]. Specifically, we verified that at g = gc, the right hand side of Eq. (6.7) was T independent
as T was varied while keeping χ0T
1/2 fixed.
On the other hand, scaling with (g − gc)/T 1/z yields variable values of z depending upon the
value of k, and of the window of parameters used for the scaling plots, as is apparent from Fig. 8.
We generally obtained values of z > 2, except at values of k near the onset of the first order
transition. Fig. 9 shows that scaling with z = 2 yields reasonable data collapse, with deviations
which appear to be within the range of logarithmic corrections described in Section V A. However,
data collapse could be improved with larger values of z especially by focusing on values of g very
close to gc: it does not appear these large and variable values of z are meaningful. More precise
tests of the nature of the phase transitions requires a detailed knowledge of the structure of the
logarithmic corrections, which we have not computed here.
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FIG. 8. Tests of the scaling in Eq. (6.7): numerical plots for (g − gc)/T 1/z as a function of χ0T 1/2 at
J = 1, t˜ = 1 and k = 1, k = 1.5 and k = 1.7. We see that at z = 0.75, z = 3.1 and z = 5.6 all lines almost
exactly overlap, as expected in the critical region.
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FIG. 9. The same plots as in Fig. 8, but now scaled with z = 2.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
Our paper has presented an exactly solvable model of fractionalization in metallic states in
the presence of disorder and interactions. We considered a t-J model in which the electron, c,
fractionalizes into a fermion f and a boson φ both carrying Z2 gauge charges. As the fermions f
carries both the global U(1) charge and SU(2) spin of the electron, these fractionalized phases can
be considered as realizations of the ‘orthogonal metal’ of Ref. [25].
The phase diagram of our model is schematically presented in Fig. 7. There are two extended
phases, separated either by a first order transition, or a critical line.
In one phase, the boson φ is gapped, while the fermion f is gapless. This implies that the electron
c ∼ fφ also has a gapped spectral function. On the other hand, thermodynamic properties are
largely controlled by the gapless fermions. We propose this gapped boson phase as a toy model
for the pseudogap regime of the cuprates.
In the other phase, and also on the critical line, both the fermions and bosons are gapless,
and decay with time as |τ |−2∆f,b , where the values of the exponents are specified in Fig. 7. In a
Higgs phase, in which the Z2 charges are confined, the boson correlator would decay to a non-zero
constant. As the boson decay here is a power-law in time, we labeled this phase as a quasi-Higgs
phase.
One of the most interesting properties of the quasi-Higgs phase follows from the exponent
identity in Eq. (3.5). The Green’s function of the electron operator, c, decays with time as 1/τ
(Eq. (5.8)), which is the form of the local Green’s function in a Fermi liquid. This result is a
consequence of the relevance of the hopping term, t, in the Hamiltonian which transfers single
electrons between sites. Unlike previous SYK models, the present model balances the hopping (t)
and interaction (J) terms against each other, rather than one of them dominating; this leads to
the Fermi liquid form of the one-electron Green’s function. However, despite this form, most other
properties are not Fermi liquid-like e.g. the spin susceptibility is dominated by the response of
the f fermions which have an anomalous scaling dimension ∆f . These intruiging properties are
suggestive of the overdoped regime of the cuprates, where there are indications of an extended
non-Fermi liquid regime, although photoemission indicates a well-formed large Fermi surface [35–
38].
Extending our toy model to a more realistic model of the cuprates requires introducing spatial
structure and examining transport properties. A number of methods of doing so have been intro-
ducing recently [7–12] for the SYK model, and it would be interesting to apply these, or others,
to models similar to the one presented here.
It would also be useful to examine holographic duals of the phases and phase transitions pre-
sented here. Given the mapping of the SYK model to AdS2 gravity [19, 21, 22], and the conformal
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invariance of the gapless solution in Section III C, it seems plausible that such holographic duals are
possible. The AdS2 phase transitions studied in Refs. [39, 40] are likely candidates for developing
the dual theory.
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Appendix A: Spectral functions
We recall a few basic facts about fermion and boson spectral functions.
At the Matsubara frequencies, the fermion Green’s function is defined by












z − Ω . (A2)
The spectral density ρ(Ω) > 0 for all real Ω and T . The retarded Green’s function is GR(ω) =
G(ω+iη) with η a positive infinitesimal, while the advanced Green’s function is GA(ω) = G(ω−iη).









, 0 < τ < β . (A3)













ρ(−Ω) eΩτ , τ < 0 .
(A4)
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We will focus on the particle-hole symmetric case, in which case ρ(Ω) = ρ(−Ω).
For bosons, the Green’s function is defined by












z − Ω . (A6)
Now the positivity condition is Ωζ(Ω) < 0. For the real bosons ζ(−Ω) = −ζ(Ω), and we will








eβΩ − 1 , 0 < τ < β . (A7)













ζ(−Ω) eΩτ , τ < 0 .
(A8)
Appendix B: Diagrammatic summation for site-uniform λ fluctuations
In this appendix, we consider the diagrams for site-uniform λ fluctuation drawn in the time
domain. It turns out the leading diagrams in large N,M,M ′ are all horizontal ladders, which can
be summed using a recurrence relation.
1. The index structure of diagrams




























Note that we have reduced the vertices in Fig. 1 to points. The indices structure for the first two

















































Therefore we need to consider the extra counting when we have such ladder. Another subtlety
arises from k = M ′/M factor. Each closed solid loop contributes M and dashed loop contributes





which washes out the index structure and only keeps the multiplicative factors for the diagram
counting, we will not label the indices for the lines in the following equations.
As we have defined in the main text, the Π0 is given by single bubble:
Π0 : τ1 τ2 = χ(τ1 − τ2)2 (B5)














. . . (B6)
When we have longer ladders, it could also involve four fermion vertices, e.g. we would have both
t-t ladder and J-J ladder and they have same form of propagators (upto a constant factor) running












A convenient way to sum all the diagrams is to derive a recurrence relation for the diagrams
with different number of ladders. Note that we are working in the case ∆b = ∆f = 1/4, therefore
the difference (upto constant factor) between boson lines and fermion lines comes from the sgn(τ)
factor, which will be represented by arrows in the diagrams.
We first derive the elementary reduction. For convenience, we will use black line to represent
|τ1− τ2|0 = const, red line to represent |τ1− τ2|−1, blue line to represent |τ1− τ2|−1/2 and use arrow
from vertex j to vertex k to represent − sgn(τj − τk).
For fermion block, we can reduce a block consist of four fermion lines with scaling dimension
∆ = 1/4:
= A1 = A1A2 (B8)
In each step we integrate over one time (represented by a point) using a star-triangle identity[41]
(also see section 2.2.3 of [22] for a reference and similar application). A1 and A2 are coefficients


















= 2, A2 = A1 = 2 (B9)
The bosonic block needs further treatment: the boson 1
τ
line will induce a Γ(0) divergence
while applying the star-triangle identity and need to be regulated. We can consider a dimension
regularization and shift the left three lines in a way that we can still apply the star-triangle identity



















































































The small dimension shift  can be related to the cut-off scale Λ using following argument: the
divergence in the above diagram for 1|τ | arises from the fourier transformation, where we need to
25
introduce a cut-off Λ,
∫∞
Λ−1 dτe
iωt/|τ | ∼ log Λ
ω
. We can estimate the inverse fourier transformaiton
using the following approximation (we put a time scale |τ12|, the time sapration of two λ field to
make the expression dimensionally sensible)
log
Λ|τ12|





≈ log Λ|τ12| · |ωτ12|−
1
log Λ|τ12|
F.T.−−→ 1|τ | ·
∣∣∣∣ ττ12
∣∣∣∣ 1log Λ|τ12| (B12)






where  = 1
log Λτ12
.
Having these two elementary reduction we are able to derive recurrence relations. First, we
notice the diagram counting has significant difference for bosonic box and fermionic box, so we
define two different types of ladder:
1. ΠB,n: sum of all n ladders diagrams that start with a bosonic box, i.e. the first (left) vertical
ladder is arrowless;
2. ΠF,n: sum of all n ladders diagrams that start with a fermionic box, i.e. the first vertical
ladder has an arrow on it.












· (ΠB,n + ΠF,n) = aΠB,n + aΠF,n, a = − 1
2pi2
(B13)
where we use Eq. (3.9) for the relations of coefficients C,F to evaluate a. The fermionic ΠF,n+1 is







· ΠB,n = bΠB,n, b = −4k
pi
(B14)
Now if we add an extra fermionic box adding to ΠF,n, there are two possibilities: one can add a

















· ΠF,n = cΠF,n, c = −6− k
4pi
(B15)
Therefore the two recurrence relations are:
ΠB,n+1 = aΠB,n + aΠF,n, ΠF,n+1 = bΠB,n + cΠF,n (B16)
And the boundary condition is ΠF,1 = 0 and ΠB,1 =
1
4pi2
Π0 which is shown below and evaluated
using star-triangle identity again, we add the 
2
dimension shift to the right corner boson line to
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There is a final subtlety that for the diagrams with fermionic box, there is an overall up-down flip
with arrow reversing Z2 symmetry for the diagrams, which means we have double counted every
diagram except the those with purely bosonic box in the above procedure. The total sum of such
ladders is given by:
Π˜B = (1 + a+ a


















where we expand the result for small  = 1
log Λ|τ12| and only show the leading terms.
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